Robust Color Guided Depth Map Restoration.
One of the most challenging issues in color guided depth map restoration is the inconsistency between color edges in guidance color images and depth discontinuities on depth maps. This makes the restored depth map suffer from texture copy artifacts and blurring depth discontinuities. To handle this problem, most state-of-the-art methods design complex guidance weight based on guidance color images and heuristically make use of the bicubic interpolation of the input depth map. In this paper, we show that using bicubic interpolated depth map can blur depth discontinuities when the upsampling factor is large and the input depth map contains large holes and heavy noise. In contrast, we propose a robust optimization framework for color guided depth map restoration. By adopting a robust penalty function to model the smoothness term of our model, we show that the proposed method is robust against the inconsistency between color edges and depth discontinuities even when we use simple guidance weight. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to solve this problem with a principled mathematical formulation rather than previous heuristic weighting schemes. The proposed robust method performs well in suppressing texture copy artifacts. Moreover, it can better preserve sharp depth discontinuities than previous heuristic weighting schemes. Through comprehensive experiments on both simulated data and real data, we show promising performance of the proposed method.